Correction

BIOPHYSICS, PHYSICS. For the article “Cell mechanosensitivity controls the anisotropy of focal adhesions,” by Alice Nicolas, Benjamin Geiger, and Samuel A. Safran, which appeared in issue 34, August 24, 2004, of Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (101, 12520–12525; first published August 16, 2004; 10.1073/pnas.0403539101), the authors note that Eq. 2 contains a typographical error. The symbol “cosh” should appear as “sinh.” The correct equation appears below.

\[
\frac{\delta \Phi}{\Phi} = -\frac{du}{dx}
= \frac{f}{\sqrt{k_b k_0}} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\sinh \frac{x}{\ell} e^{-L/2\ell} & \text{if } |x| < L/2 \\
\sinh \frac{L}{2\ell} e^{-|x|/\ell} \sign(x) & \text{if } |x| \geq L/2 
\end{array} \right.
\]

A reader who uses the erroneous formula may reach inaccurate conclusions regarding the physical results discussed in the paper.
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Cellular adhesions are modulated by cytoskeletal forces or external stresses and adapt to the mechanical properties of the extracellular matrix. We propose that this mechanosensitivity can be driven at least in part by the elastic, cell-contraction-induced deformations of protein molecules that form the adhesion. The model accounts for observations of anisotropic growth and shrinkage of focal adhesions in the direction of the force and predicts that focal adhesions only grow within a range of force that is determined by the composition and matrix properties. This prediction is consistent with the observations of a force threshold for the appearance of elongated focal adhesions and the disruption of adhesions into fibrils on a mobile extracellular matrix. The growth dynamics is calculated and the predicted sliding of focal adhesions is consistent with several experiments.

Adhesion of live cells to external surfaces (1) plays an important role in many cellular processes such as cell growth, differentiation, motility, and apoptosis (programmed cell death) (2). Cell adhesion is not a passive process, restricted to the formation of bonds between membrane receptors and extracellular ligands. Adhering cells actively probe the physical properties of the extracellular matrix; their cellular contractile machinery participates in the formation of the adhesive junctions. It has been shown that rigid surfaces give rise to large and stable adhesions, termed focal adhesions (FAs), that are associated with the termini of actin stress fibers and trigger signaling activity that affects gene expression, cell proliferation, and cell survival. On the other hand, soft surfaces mainly support the development of relatively small, transient dot-like or fibrillar adhesions that are involved in cell motility and matrix reorganization, respectively. In addition, observation of the early phase in the assembly of FAs shows small, primordial adhesions, termed focal complexes (FXs), as precursors of FAs. FXs are formed close to the edge of the advancing membrane protrusions of cells and can grow in some cases into FAs when subjected to mechanical stress caused by either cell contractility or external perturbations (3). Indeed, the adhesion process has been shown to be mechanosensitive; cells can probe the physical properties of their environment and respond by modulating their adhesions or migratory activity (4–6).

The nature and localization of the “mechanosensor” are key issues. Although the molecular identity of the mechanosensitive system is still unclear, several candidate target systems were considered, including the contractile fibers attached to the adhesion sites. We propose here a mechanism that focuses on the very region of the adhesion that is shear-sensitive. Indeed, several clues lead to the conclusion that some proteins inside the adhesion site respond to force (see ref. 7 for a review), because the growth of the adhesion site is a local process and is mediated by signaling (8–10): the strength and size of adhesions adapt to the local stiffness of the extracellular matrix (11) and to the local internal tension applied to the adhesion by the cytoskeleton (8) (see Movie 1, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). The molecular basis for the response to force and its regulation by various signaling mechanisms are beginning to be understood (see ref. 12 for a review). However, the transformation of the elastic properties of the extracellular matrix into biochemical signals by cytoskeletal forces remains a mystery. In this article, we propose that this force-dependent biochemical response is driven by the elastic deformation of the adhesive junctions by stresses that originate in the cytoskeleton.

The theory presented here has important consequences for the growth and translocation of FAs. In this article we assume that primary adhesions already exist, and we focus on their response to force. The nucleation of the primary adhesions is beyond the scope of our work, because we focus on a scenario that accounts for the observed behavior of stressed FAs. We base our model on the assumption that the mechanosensors responsible for initiating the biochemical signaling cascade involved in the growth of FAs are proteins located in the junction itself that respond to the compression induced by lateral stresses. We thus predict the anisotropic growth of FAs in the direction of the force, as observed. In addition, we show that the growth of FAs is a process that releases energy and is driven by the balance between the exothermic adsorption of new proteins and the mechanical cost of elastic deformations of the junction induced by cytoskeletal forces. Our model also accounts for the observed sensitivity to the elastic properties of the extracellular matrix: reducing the strength of adhesion of the extracellular matrix transforms the growth process from favorable to unfavorable, which we associate with FAs and fibrillar adhesions, respectively. Finally, the kinetic analysis of our model reproduces some of the observed features of FAs such as the apparent sliding of the adhesions and the sensitivity of their size to force. Several predictions for additional experiments are discussed at the end of the article.

Model and Methods

Deformation of Stressed FAs as the Origin of the Mechanosensitivity.

Live cells exert directional, lateral forces on adhesive junctions; these forces originate from the organization of actin filaments and their associated molecular motors into stress fibers (Fig. 1). Adhesions respond dynamically to the local stresses: increased contractility leads locally to larger adhesions, whereas FAs disrupt when myosin II is inhibited (8).

We assume in our model that the biochemical response of adhesions to cytoskeletal stresses originates from the stress-induced elastic deformation of the adhesion site. We propose that these force-induced deformations modify the local density of the proteins found in and around the adhesive junction and thus their interactions. This local change in density, in turn, may trigger a conformational change or a molecular reorganization that initiates the biochemical cascade responsible for the aggregation of new proteins and the directional, anisotropic growth of the adhesion. As a specific example, transmembrane, integrin proteins could be the mechanosensor (3), because they are connected to the extracellular matrix and are elastically deformed by cytoskeletal forces; this
deformation can activate conformational or organizational changes that enhance their binding with plaque proteins (2).

In addition to the fact that adhesion to an anchoring surface makes a junction sensitive to shear (even if the latter is composed of fluid-like assemblies of molecules), several observations support the view we propose. First is the observation that independent of the origin of the stress [e.g., internal contractility (13), shear flow (14), micropipette-induced shear stress (8)], small adhesions grow into FAs that elongate in the direction of the force. This anisotropy is predicted by our theory, because stress-induced deformations are correlated with the applied force and exert different effects on the proximal (front) and distal (back) aspects of the adhesive junctions. In our model, in which we relate the biochemical response to deformations, this anisotropy also leads to an anisotropic addition (or loss) of proteins. Moreover, the size and strength of the adhesive junctions depend on the elastic properties of the extracellular matrix (9, 11). We predict in our model that the extent and nature of the adhesion are sensitive to the mechanical properties of the underlying matrix: a local force applied to an adhesive junction induces a pure translation of the junction (and thus no deformation) if the extracellular matrix is very soft, whereas strongly grafted adhesions with rigid matrix are elastically deformed by lateral, local stresses.

**Description of the Model.** The total force transmitted by FAs has been proved to be proportional to their surface (13), suggesting that the region over which stress fibers act grows with the junction. As a model, we consider the adhesion and its membrane-associated integrins as an elastic, thin film grafted at its bottom surface and stressed by a local lateral force on its top surface; “local” means here that the force only acts on a finite region of the adhesive junction, which, as explained below, needs only to be somewhat smaller than the total area of the adhesion by a few thicknesses of the FA (typically, a few tens of nanometers). One possible scenario is that the integrin layer forms in the region of the adhesive junction, which, as explained below, needs only to be somewhat smaller than the total area of the adhesion by a few thicknesses of the FA (typically, a few tens of nanometers). The localization of the force is a crucial aspect of our model, because a homogeneously applied stress would give rise to a uniform shear of the adhesive junction and a translational motion of the surrounding lipid membrane. Because the latter is not grafted to the surface, no anisotropic density changes in the protein layer occur and no directional force-induced biochemical response can arise from a homogeneous lateral stress. On the contrary, a local tangential stress induces a compression at the front edge and an expansion at the back of the stressed region, because the unstressed part is also grafted and cannot slide. In this case, a lateral force induces anisotropic density changes in proteins located inside or close to the stressed region. The resulting stress-induced deformation profile can be calculated by using continuum elasticity theory (15). Because adhesions are thin films [on the order of 100 nm, compared to their width, ranging from a few hundred nanometers (FXs) to several micrometers (FAs)], their elastic response is expected to be similar to that of an infinite, thin plate. Therefore, variation of density caused by a local stress is only significant close to the edges of the stressed area. For large adhesions (compared to their thickness), these effects are independent of the size of the adhesion. We assume in our model that this change in density triggers the biochemical response responsible for the growth or dissolution of FAs. Anisotropic variations of density then give rise to different molecular dynamics of the front and back regions near the edge and can result in either overall growth or shrinking of the FAs as shown below. We therefore predict that this biochemical response occurs only at the edges of the stressed region and affects both the front and back regions, as explained below.

In this article we propose an approach that is simpler than the full three-dimensional elastic treatment (15) and present a quasi-two-dimensional model of FAs in which the elastic thin film is represented by particles that interact through springs of stiffness $k_0$ (see Fig. 2). The particles are bound to the anchoring surface by springs of stiffness $k_0$ that measure the resistance to normal shear and therefore are related to the normal shear modulus (in contrast to the in-plane shear modulus). Each particle in our model is a protein complex consisting of one integrin molecule and the associated intracellular proteins that connect it to the actin cytoskeleton; this we define as the minimal complex of proteins needed for the adhesion to grow. The elastic properties of the extracellular matrix and its connection to the anchoring surface are included by fixing the anchors to the surface through a sinusoidal potential $V(x) = k_0 \alpha^2(x - \alpha)$. In the limit of small displacements, this potential reduces to a spring-like interaction in which $k_0$ is the stiffness of the anchorage close to the equilibrium position. The case of a grafted layer is found by taking the limit $k_0 \to \infty$.

In a one-dimensional version of this approach (which we later generalize to a two-dimensional layer; Fig. 2), the interaction of the particle $n$ with its neighbors is

$$F_{int} = k_0 (u_{n+1} - u_n) + k_0 (u_{n-1} - u_n) = k_0 \alpha^2 \frac{d^2 u}{dx^2},$$

where $u(x)$ is the displacement with respect to the equilibrium position in a continuum approximation, and $\alpha$ is the equilibrium position in a continuum approximation.

---

$^3$The front and back edges of the adhesion are defined relative to the direction of the force induced by stress fibers. They should not be confused with the front and back of a moving cell (see Fig. 1).

$^4$This assumption can be tested experimentally by time-resolved experiments in which integrins and a plaque protein are tagged separately (11). Double immunofluorescence of actin and vinculin already shows that the density of the stress fibers decreases at the edges of the adhesion (8). Zimmermann and B.G. (unpublished data).
distance between the particles. The connection to a fixed and rigid extracellular matrix gives rise to a restoring force \( F_b = -k_m a \) such that the mechanical equilibrium for a such a system of particles pulled by a force \( F(x) \) is, in the continuum limit,

\[
 k_{at}^2 \frac{d^2 u}{dx^2} - k_m u + F(x) = 0.
\]

Although the overall phenomenon is dynamic, we assume local mechanical and thermodynamical equilibrium, because the diffusion times of proteins in the cytosol or in the cell membrane are much faster than the observed time scales for the growth of an FA (on the order of seconds [8]). The local force balance gives rise to deformations near the edge that modulate the associations of new proteins and thus control the growth of the adhesion. We solve Eq. 1 for a gate-shaped field of force of amplitude, \( f \), per unit length and width \( L \); that is, the force is only nonzero for \(-L/2 < x < L/2\). This force profile corresponds to the local pulling force caused by stress fibers and induces the following spatial variation of the local, average density, \( \delta \Phi(x) \), relative to the undeformed density \( \Phi \):

\[
 \frac{\delta \Phi}{\Phi}(x) = \frac{f}{\sqrt{k_m k_b}} \begin{cases} 
 \sinh \frac{x}{\sqrt{2} \ell} e^{-L/2 \ell} & \text{if } |x| < L/2 \\
 \cosh \frac{L}{2 \ell} e^{-|x|/\ell \text{sign}(x)} & \text{if } |x| \geq L/2 
\end{cases}
\]

Eq. 2 is derived in the case of a stiff matrix \( (k_m \to \infty) \) and shows that the deformation decreases exponentially with a range \( \ell \approx a/\sqrt{k_m/k_b} \). Remembering that an actual adhesion has a finite thickness fixes the order of magnitude of \( \ell \): force-induced deformations must vanish at the bottom surface because of the grafting boundary condition appropriate to the case of an immobilized extracellular matrix. The range \( \ell \) is thus on the order of the thickness of the junction \((\sim 100 \text{ nm})\). The representation of the adhesion as an infinite elastic medium pulled by a force acting on a region of size \( L \) is therefore valid once the actual length of the adhesion is larger than \( L + 2 \ell \), where \( \ell \approx 100 \text{ nm} \ll L \).

Results

Anisotropic Response of FAs in the Direction of the Force. Eq. 2 predicts a polarized response to stress: the medium is compressed at the front edge of the stressed area and expanded at the back. Flow (14) and micropipette (8) experiments both observe that the growth of FAs occurs in the direction of the force. Our model therefore leads to the conclusion that the biochemical response of a stressed FA occurs only in a narrow strip (on the order of the thickness of the adhesion) at its front rim, where the density is increased. The variations of density induced by the stress dominate thermal fluctuations:

\[
 \frac{\delta \Phi}{\delta \Phi} \text{ at } (a, b, T) = \frac{f a}{\sqrt{k_m k_b} T} \approx 10 - 600.
\]

This estimate assumes that each complex that defines the particle of our model contains one integrin so that \( a \) ranges from 20 nm (close packing) to 80 nm (16). The stiffness \( k_m \) of each protein complex is calculated from the Young modulus \( E \) of the assembly of proteins: \( k_m = E a^2/h \), where \( h \) is the vertical thickness of the adhesion. \( E \) is taken in the range of \( 10^6 \) to \( 10^9 \) Pa (17), and the rigidity of a particle of area \( a^2 \) is therefore in the range of \( 10^{-3} \) to \( 10^2 \) nN/m. The force per unit length, \( f \), on each particle is extracted from the measurement in ref. 13: \( f = 5.5 \text{ nN/}\mu\text{m}^2 \times a \).

Until now, we have shown that a shear force induces a polarized deformation of the adhesive junction by using a one-dimensional model. This approach can be easily extended to two dimensions. Although highly anisotropic along its thickness, the elastic properties of an FA are expected to be isotropic in the plane, because the plaque of proteins is largely similar to an isotropic gel that connects the transmembrane integrins. Our model (Fig. 2) is therefore extended to two dimensions by adding an in-plane shear modulus, due to either the cross-linking in the gel or the effects of the anchoring surface (15) that couples displacements of both in-plane directions. However, despite this shear modulus, the displacement mainly takes place along the force (18). We find here again the trend seen in the one-dimensional approach: the force induces an in-plane compression at the front edge and an expansion at the rear. There is no change in density along the axis of symmetry of the stressed area perpendicular to the force. Changes in density therefore are much smaller on the sides of the stressed area perpendicular to the force. Rigorous calculation within continuum elasticity theory (15) confirms this expectation. This prediction agrees with mechanically induced growth of FAs (8, 3) and leads to the conclusion that the mechanosensor is activated at the front edge of the adhesion and is sensitive to compression.

The Growth of FAs Is an Exothermic Process. The main hypothesis of our model is that force-induced deformations trigger the biochemical response of FAs through conformational (e.g., activation of integrins) and/or organizational (e.g., binding of plaque proteins) changes of molecules embedded in a narrow region of size \( \ell \) in which the density varies. This local activation increases the rate of association of free proteins within this area. The addition of new proteins triggers a complex biochemical cascade that results in the growth of the stressed region by an amount proportional to the number of added units. Thus, on the one hand, an exchange of energy takes place because of the association of new proteins to the deformed layer. On the other hand, the cell has to invest more energy to maintain the stress on the larger FAs. Within our model, the addition of a protein complex of size \( a^2 \) to the FAs results in a deformation with an elastic energy cost, \( \Delta E_{\text{el}} \), given by

\[
 \Delta E_{\text{el}} = \frac{f a^2}{2k_b},
\]

\( f/a \) is the force per unit surface pulling on the junction, which is the relevant quantity in the real, two-dimensional problem. We can generalize Eq. 3 to include the elastic properties of the extracellular matrix. In the limit of small displacements, the sinusoidal potential of adhesion shown in Fig. 2 can be approximated by a set of springs of stiffness \( k_m \). Particles embedded in the adhesion then are bound to the anchoring surface by two successive springs, \( k_m \) and \( k_b \). The effective stiffness of the bond therefore is

\[
 k = \frac{k_m}{k_b + k_m},
\]

and \( k \) replaces \( k_b \) in Eq. 3. We now suppose that the association of a free protein complex to the front edge of the adhesion releases an energy \( \Delta E_a \). The reaction can be either endothermic \((\Delta E_a > 0)\) or exothermic \((\Delta E_a < 0)\). However, \( \Delta E_a \) depends on the change in density at the front edge of the stressed region, \( \delta \Phi/\Phi \) at \( x = L/2 \); in the absence of density variations, the probability of attaching a new particle is unchanged, and \( \Delta E_a = 0 \). For small variations of the density, \( \Delta E_a \) can be taken to vary linearly with the change in density.
where $e$ is the free energy of reaction of one protein complex. Adding a protein complex to an adhesive junction thus involves an overall variation of free energy:

$$
\Delta E = \Delta E_{el} + \Delta E_{cl} = \frac{f^2 a^2}{2k} - \frac{f e}{\sqrt{kk_0}}.
$$

We first discuss the case in which $e < 0$: aggregation of new particles to an existing adhesion is thermodynamically unfavorable ($\Delta E > 0$), and an additional input of energy is required to stabilize the protein cluster. Such input of energy may come from fluctuations arising from active processes in the surroundings, as opposed to thermal fluctuations that are small compared to the required energies. However, in the situation in which a limited amount of external energy is available, the adhesions can only grow to a finite size. If the input of energy is $E_0$, an adhesive junction with initial length $L_0$ and width $w$ reaches a maximal size:

$$
L_{\text{max}} = L_0 + \frac{E_0}{(\frac{f^2}{2k} \frac{e f}{\sqrt{kk_0}}) w}.
$$

For this thermodynamically unfavorable growth process, increasing the force $f$ per unit length thus leads to smaller adhesions.

An endothermic process leading to an adhesion with a maximal size that decreases with the applied force (Eq. 7) and has a transient nature (because of its dependence on fluctuations) cannot describe the directional deterministic growth of FAs. We therefore conclude that FAs correspond to the case in which $e > 0$ in Eq. 6. We thus predict that the process of molecular aggregation of new proteins to an FA is energetically favorable ($e > 0$) and releases energy ($\Delta E < 0$). However, processes for which $e < 0$ may account for the origin of the small, transient, thermodynamically unfavorable FXs, which are important in motile cells in which the adhesions must disassemble in a time scale that is short enough for the cell to move (see Movie 1). The different values of $e$ that characterize the growth of FAs and transient FXs therefore suggests that the two types of junctions are biochemically different. This biochemical distinction between FXs and FAs is supported by the experimental evidence that some proteins, such as Zyxin, only link to the adhesion when it is stressed (3).

**Large Force and Soft Matrix Arrest the Growth Process.** FAs, however, can only grow when the addition of a new protein complex is favorable: $\Delta E < 0$ in Eq. 6. Reduced immobilization of the extracellular matrix ($k_m \rightarrow 0$) or very large forces lead to a positive value for $\Delta E$ and will arrest the growth process even if $e > 0$. This regime in which the anchorage of the extracellular matrix on the anchoring surface or of the integrin molecules on the extracellular matrix cannot resist the pulling force corresponds to fibrillar adhesion. For such large displacements, the description of the anchorage as a spring of stiffness $k_m$ is no longer valid, and the actual shape of the adhesion potential must be considered. For the sinusoidal potential described above (Fig. 2), we find that when the force per unit length exceeds the threshold $f^* = k_m / (2\pi)$, the displacement of the anchors is large and the junction undergoes a stick-slip motion (19). In this force regime, the adhesion moves rather than deforms, and changes in density around it are negligible; thus, no further adsorption of proteins to the FA is expected. Indeed, protein aggregates involved in fibrillar adhesions are tension-insensitive (20), as we predict here.

**Growth Dynamics of FAs.** We emphasized above that the growth of FAs is a process that releases energy: $\Delta E < 0$ as defined by Eq. 6. The addition of proteins to the existing adhesion is therefore favorable. Freely diffusing protein complexes that come in close contact with the activated (compressed) region near the front edge of an adhesive junction will have a higher rate of attachment, although the molecules are elastically deformed (21):

$$
k_{on} = k_{on}^0 \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta E}{k_BT} \right),
$$

where $k_{on}^0$ is the rate of attachment in the absence of force. The velocity of the front edge of the adhesion is proportional to the number of newly adsorbed proteins, and we suppose that it depends linearly on the concentration, $c_f$, of free protein complexes. The adsorption of such elementary units causes the front edge of the FAs to advance with a velocity $v_+$ given by

$$
v_+ = k_{off} v.
$$

In addition to the motion of the front edge, we must consider the effects of the stress on the back edge. Because of the stress, the back edge is expanded ($\delta p / \delta x < 0$), which deactivates the proteins in this region and the kinetics of attachment is therefore very slow. Assuming that the rate of detachment is not affected by a variation of the local density, the dynamics of the back region consists mainly in the detachment of proteins, with a rate that only depends on the gain of elastic energy,

$$
v_- = k_{off}^0 \exp \left( \frac{\Delta E}{k_BT} \right),
$$

where $k_{off}^0$ is the rate of detachment in the absence of stress.

**FAs Only Grow Within a Range of Stress.** As long as the ratio $v_+ / v_- > 1$, the adhesion grows in the direction of the force. This condition fixes a minimal value for the force, $f_{min}$, that enables the growth of the FA. Forces smaller than $f_{min}$ cannot induce growth of the adhesions but shrink. This force threshold depends on the precise chemical nature of the adhesion, because $k_{on}^0$ and $k_{off}^0$ are sensitive to the molecular architecture. Increased phosphorylation, for example, would modify the force threshold. Forces larger than $f_{min}$ thus drive the growth of FAs. However, there is an upper limit to the force: very large stresses or reduced immobilization of the extracellular matrix ($k \rightarrow 0$) lead to positive values for $\Delta E$ during the process of growth. We therefore predict that FAs cannot grow under such conditions, consistent with the observation of the transformation of FAs into fibrillar adhesions (11). The maximal force that enables the growth of an FA is then

$$
f = 2e a / \alpha ^{e},
$$

where the adsorption of a new protein complex no longer compensates for the energy cost of the mechanical, stress-induced deformation. Stress fibers have been observed to pull on mature FAs with a stress $f / a = 5.5$ nN/$\mu m^2$ (13), which fixes a minimal range of values for the enthalpy of reaction, $e$, of one protein complex of area $a^2$ such that our model will reproduce the observed growth of stressed FAs (as opposed to their shrinking as the force is increased) (8, 10):

$$
e > fa / 2 \approx (25 - 400)k_BT.
$$

The consumption of one molecule of ATP releases $\sim 10 k_BT$. The addition of a single additional protein complex to an FA involves several chemical reactions (22); the required range of values for
the energy, $e$, for growth with increasing force seems then to be realistic.

Concomitant growth of FAs at the front end and its disruption at its back edge give rise to an apparent sliding of the FA (see Movie 1). Our analysis shows that the movement of FAs corresponds to an exchange of molecules and not a simple translational motion of the structure. This result is consistent with several observations that focused on integrins (23) or adaptor proteins (24). Nevertheless, a larger-scale model of the kinetics of aggregation of the additional protein complexes is needed to extend the dynamic analysis to late times to account for the observed saturation effects (8).

**Experimental Correlations and Predictions**

We propose a model that assumes that mechanosensitivity of FAs is directly related to the local deformation of molecules that form the adhesive junction (e.g., the integrin layer) as a result of directional, cytoskeletal forces. This assumption allows us to use elasticity theory to predict that stressed FAs grow in the direction of the applied force, as observed. The growth process is shown to be sensitive to both the elastic rigidity of the extracellular matrix and the strength of its adhesion onto the underlying matrix. We conclude that the apparent observed sliding of FAs is caused by a combination of the attachment of new molecules at the energetically favorable front end of the adhesion site and the symmetrical detachment of others at the back, where the deformations favor desorption. All these predictions are in agreement with observations.

We predict in our model that the growth of FAs is a thermodynamically favorable process associated with a large enthalpy of reaction (several tens of $k_BT$) and does not rely on fluctuations of energy. We distinguish two other types of adhesions that are transient, and may describe two types of FXs: (i) transient adhesions that are thermodynamically unstable and only exist because of fluctuations of energy (induced by the chemical activity of the cell); the chemical composition of such adhesions is different from FAs and they do not resist forces (i.e., their size decreases with increasing force), and (ii) transient adhesions that have chemical compositions similar to growing FAs but in which the lack of stability is related to the fact that the cytoskeletal forces pulling on them are too weak to cause growth; these adhesions are thermodynamically stable but kinetically unstable, because the desorption of units from the back region outpaces the adsorption of new units in front. For such adhesions, we predict that the amplitude of the local cytoskeletal forces determines the growth process: forces that are too small lead to shrinking adhesions, whereas forces that are too large translocate FAs with a stick-slip motion. We associate this latter situation with fibrillar adhesion, because the evolution of the size of the adhesion becomes independent of the force. Finally, we predict in our model that the initial speed of growth of FAs is exponentially dependent on the local force.

Several experiments can be performed that are crucial tests of our model. First is a test of the assumption that cytoskeletal stresses are applied only to a finite area of the adhesion. A measurement of the relative extent of the integrin layer and the stress fibers in the plane of the adhesion could validate this hypothesis. A second test of our theory would be a measurement of the exponential dependence of the initial speed of growth with the local force; time-resolved experiments on cells plated onto patterned substrates should enable such observations. Finally, varying cell contractility should lead to the observation of the three types of adhesions (FXs, FAs, and fibrillar adhesion) when increasing the force. Finally, one can check whether the integrin layer precedes the formation of the protein plaque when an FA grows. Time-resolved experiments in which integrins and a plaque protein are tagged separately would test this scenario directly. However, although separation of the integrin layer dynamics from the protein plaque dynamics certainly simplifies the interpretation of our model, one can still imagine our model being applicable to the growth of units that include both the integrins and plaque proteins.

Our basic hypothesis is the presence of a mechanosensor within the adhesion. Alternate locations of the mechanosensor can also be imagined. One hypothesis is that the response of the adhesion to stress is triggered by the opening of ion channels. Glogauer et al. (25) show that a normal force induces F-actin recruitment preceded by calcium influx. Ion channels, however, cannot account for the polarized response of FAs to force. The diffusion of such small ions as calcium is very fast ($D \approx 10^{-10}$ to $10^{-12}$ m$^2$/s), and thus they become isotropically distributed in a very short time; the growth of FAs should then be isotropic on the usual time scales of experiments (several minutes). We therefore conclude that ion channels cannot be the initiators of the response of FAs to force. This conclusion does not contradict the results shown in ref. 25, because they demonstrate that, in their system, normal forces are not involved in the growth of FAs. Nevertheless, we do not exclude ion channels from participating in other stages of growth, for example in the regulation of the adhesion size. Another scenario could be that the mechanosensor is a protein localized in the actin cytoskeleton (M. P. Sheetz, personal communication). This effect could indeed be responsible for FX formation. However, it cannot account for the local and directional growth of stressed FAs; the same argument as above shows that mechanisms based on diffusion should lead to an isotropic response, because diffusion times are much faster than the time scales involved in FA maturation (8). Experiments with cells plated onto very force-sensitive pattern substrates (16) should allow one to measure the size of FAs as a function of the cytoskeletal forces. Such experiments could discriminate between these different possibilities.
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